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Market Outlook 2030 -

A sporty bucket seat is a car seat shaped to hold one person, distinct from a flat bench seat

designed to fit multiple people. Basically, it is round in shape and perfect for one person with

high sides, but may have curved sides that partially enclose and support the body in high-

performance automobile vehicles. It has advanced lateral back support and ability to

accommodate racing harnesses also. Sporty bucket seats are designed according to the shape of

a human body to provide advanced lateral support and weight distribution in the seat, which

helps the driver withstand g-force while cornering. With increase in sales of mid-range, premium

and sport vehicles sales, sporty bucket seats are becoming popular.
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The key players analyzed in the report include Sparco, Auto Dynasty, RCI, JEGS, MOMO, DNA

Motoring, Spec-D, Tuning, Cipher, Auto, Corbeau and COBRA.

COVID-19 Impact analysis

Global sporty bucket seat market has direct relationship with automobile market as seats are an

integral part of the vehicle. The steep fall in the graph of automobile sales has impacted the sale

of sporty bucket seats. In addition, due to lockdown which led to decrease in income of the

consumer has hindered the aftermarket expenses on the vehicle which is impacting the seat

market. Manufacturers across the globe are facing slower movement in the supply chain due to

decrease in demand. However, it is anticipated to recover in forecasting period with recovery

from COVID-19.
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Top Impacting Factors

Major driver of global sporty bucket seat market is rise in demand for climate-controlled seat

technology and surge in need for lightweight seat frames.

Major restraint of the market is higher cost of sporty bucket seats, sporty bucket are expensive in

comparison to normal seats.

Increase in use of lightweight materials to decrease the weight of the sporty bucket seats is

creating new opportunities in the market of the sporty bucket seats in the forecast period.

Market Trends

Rise in Demand for Climate - Controlled Seat Technology

Owing to the increase in global warming at extreme temperatures, which is further making

difficult for travelers in the vehicle. The seat market is anticipated to accommodate new

technologies in wake of growing environmental challenges. For an instance, if a vehicle is left in

the sun all day, it will be uncomfortable for the passenger and driver to sit in the car due to

trapped heat inside the vehicle. However, technological advancements have led development of

climate-controlled seating technology in the vehicle’s seats, which allow you to cool or heat them

right away. These seats have chillers and fans built into them to accomplish this task. 

Similarly, there are fabric-based heaters in the seats which are useful during cold weathers to

warm the seats. Therefore, there is more focus on providing climate-controlled seats. Powered,

heated, and ventilated applications are now getting commercialized and are being used in most

mid-end passenger vehicles, while massage seats are mostly offered in high-end models by

OEMs. For instance, automotive OEMs such as Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Jaguar, and Cadillac offer

massage seats for passengers. Different strategies are implemented by these market giants

operating in this automotive seat market aiding to proliferate with the integration of electrical

components increasing comfort. They offer many functionalities such as ventilation, heating, and

massaging. Automated seat adjustment using sensors to assure comfort is key element aiding

the increase in penetration of technology in the sporty bucket seats market.
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Key benefits of the report:

This study presents the analytical depiction of the sporty bucket seat industry along with the

current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along with
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challenges of sporty bucket seat market.

The current market is quantitatively analyzed from 2020 to 2030 to highlight the sporty bucket

seat market growth scenario.

The report provides a detailed sporty bucket seat market analysis based on competitive intensity

and how the competition will take shape in coming years.

Questions answered in the sporty bucket seat market research report:

Which are the leading market players active in the sporty bucket seat market?

What would be the detailed impact of COVID-19 on the market?

What current trends would influence the market in the next few years?

What are the driving factors, restraints, and opportunities in the sporty bucket seat market?

What are the projections for the future that would help in taking further strategic steps?
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